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Supplementary Table 1.​ List of cognitive measures included in our analyses. 
Confirmatory factor analysis 
Though deriving factor scores from an EFA is often done by empirical researchers, it is 
theoretically preferable to use a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) framework. A major 
difference is that a CFA model typically restricts cross-loadings (an observed variable loading on 
several latent factors), while the EFA allows them; this can reduce the size of the ​g​ factor in the 
EFA.  
Using the EFA solution, we specified a bi-factor model, including a general factor (loading on all 
tasks) and four group factors (loading on subsets of tasks), in a confirmatory factor analysis. 
The model does not allow for any cross-loadings of a task on several factors, and group factors 
are orthogonal to one another and to the general factor. As some of the group factors are only 
defined by two indicators, it was necessary to impose a constraint for the purposes of 
identification. We fixed the unstandardized loadings for both tasks to 1.0 in this case. We initially 
found that the lavaan model did not converge, and identified that the issue lied with the 
ListSort_Unadj task score. We ran the CFA without ListSort_Unadj, with the following lavaan 
syntax: 
 
    ​#g-factor 
    g        =~ CardSort_Unadj + Flanker_Unadj + ProcSpeed_Unadj + PicVocab_Unadj +   
          ReadEng_Unadj + PMAT24_A_CR + VSPLOT_TC + IWRD_TOT + PicSeq_Unadj 
    #Domain factors 
    spd    =~ CardSort_Unadj + Flanker_Unadj + ProcSpeed_Unadj 
    cry     =~ 1*PicVocab_Unadj + 1*ReadEng_Unadj 
    vis     =~ 1*PMAT24_A_CR    + 1*VSPLOT_TC   
    mem =~ 1*IWRD_TOT       + 1*PicSeq_Unadj 
    #Domain factors are not correlated with g 
    g ~~ 0*spd 
    g ~~ 0*cry 
    g ~~ 0*vis 
    g ~~ 0*mem 
    #Domain factors are not correlated with one another 
    spd ~~ 0*cry 
    spd ~~ 0*vis 
    spd ~~ 0*mem 
    cry ~~ 0*vis 
    cry ~~ 0*mem 
    vis ~~ 0*mem 
 
This CFA model converged after 49 iterations, and the fit was very good with CFI=0.974, 
RMSEA=0.052, SRMR=0.032, BIC = 27820.2. The standardized solution is depicted in 
Supplementary Figure 1​. ​The general factor was found to account for 64.0% of the variance 
(coefficient omega_hierarc​hical ω​h​), while g​roup factors accounted for 17.2% of the variance.  
We derived the factor scores for ​g​ using the regression method; we found that the scores derived 
from the CFA were almost perfectly correlated with the scores derived from the EFA (​Figure 1​), 
r=0.99.  
 
Supplementary Figure 1. Standardized solution for our confirmatory factor analysis of the 
HCP cognitive task scores.​ The CFA omits ​ListSort_Unadj​ which prevented the model from 
converging.  
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 2. Correlations between (z-scored) HCP cognitive task scores. ​On 
the diagonal, the distribution of each of the 10 cognitive variables in shown. Below the diagonal, 
the Pearson correlation is displayed, together with a color visualizing the strength of the 
relationship. Above the diagonal, a scatter plot is displayed for each pair of variables, with x- 
and y- axes between -4 and 4 (standard deviation of all variables is 1 due to z-scoring). 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 3. Correlation of the general intelligence factor scores with 
PMAT24_A_CR scores, and with potential confounds, in the sample of subjects used for 
prediction analyses (N=884).  ​All of these variables except for ​PMAT24_A_CR​ scores were 
regressed out of the training set data to obtain an unconfounded measure of g. 
 
Supplementary Figure 4. Distributions of the age-normed scores of HCP subjects on 
NIH-toolbox cognitive tasks. ​The blue line shows the mean score in our subject sample, which 
is greater than 100 for all tests, while the black dashed line shows the mean in the normative 
population. For all tests, a 1-sample Student’s t-test indicates that the mean is significantly 
higher than 100.  
 
